
Hare plotting
Instructions No. 2129
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Decorating for Easter is a joy. And that's where our bunny pins come in. They can be wonderfully integrated into an Easter flower
arrangement or make the recipient happy on a gift.

We have created these beautiful bunnies for you as a unique motif template, which you can easily download free of charge as a file and
transfer to the plotter machine. The machine cuts out filigree motifs perfectly.

This is how you create the cute bunnies:
Open the Silhouette file on Silhouette Studio. If you want to have the bunnies
from different cardboards, copy the bunnies to an extra page. Check the
settings and plot. 

If you don't have a plotter machine available, you can alternatively print out
the bunnies as a pdf and cut them out with a scalpel.

Stick the sticky wire to the backs of the bunnies with double-sided tape.
Finally, glue on the pompoms.

Looking for more ideas for plotting?

We have more great ideas with the matching motif templates in our Ideas &
Instructions section. How about some enchanting butterflies or decorative
Easter pendants?

Article number Article name Qty
11308 Silhouette Cameo4 1
801317 VBS Pompoms "Colors & sizes mix", 1.000 pieces 1
652568-56 VBS Pompons, 15 mm, 60 piecesGreen 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
652568-32 VBS Pompons, 15 mm, 60 piecesRose 1
652568-45 VBS Pompons, 15 mm, 60 piecesLight blue 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/plotting-butterflies-t2955/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/easter-pendant-plotting-crafting-t2528/
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